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ABSTRACT – 

Working in the surrounding of high voltage areas is very risky job that can lead to accidental death. One main reason for the accident occurred because of carelessness 

of the worker himself. For example, a worker requires to check whether the fuse is damaged or not while the voltage is applied, and he by mistake connect the 

phase wire to the neutral using multimeter. The outcome of such incidents is that short circuit can occur, and that worker will get a one big an arc flash in his entire 

body. Generally, the worker experiences difficulties while testing/troubleshooting electrical works/PCB or while locating samples on 2 points and looking at the 

same time towards the multimeter. This also takes a large amount of time and give rise to incorrect or inappropriate measurements. To resolve this problem that 

caused, this project will be focused on how to keep focus on hands-on job when observing important data such as voltage readings on the multimeter. The idea for 

solving this difficulty is to design and develop devices that can display output digitally in front of the user’s eyes so that he doesn’t have to look here and there and 

there is less chance of losing focus. After doing some research, the most suitable device for this problem is smart glasses using Bluetooth. Hence, this project will 

include designing and developing smart glasses by studying and gaining a good idea from the previous researchers that are also making smart glasses for multiple 

purposes. Lastly, this project will build a model which is simple and cheap and is suitable for every level of community to use it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the world is developing so fast and technologies are spreading rapidly smart glasses are presenting the brand-new concept in the technological field. 

In this paper a new system is projected called smart glasses for multimeter. The basic need of this system is to note down or see the readings of high 

voltage without losing the focus or the vision from the electrical appliances so that no damage will be bearable. 

In the past few years, measuring electrical aspects like voltage and current has been challenging and risky. Assessing high AC voltage by using 

convectional multimeter is risky as it could lead to an authentic accident like getting a shock. While measuring it, the one who is working looks at the 

samples and at the same time he has to focus towards the multimeter to see what the readings have been displayed on the multimeter. During such 

measurements there is chance of distribution of probes and also there is a chance of losing focus, due to this observer will take incorrect reading.  

We are coming up with the solution for such a problem, that is a smart glass by which user can see readings and while using these glasses user doesn’t 

have to look at DMM since readings will appear on smart glasses i.e., in front of his eyes. Also, this system is safe to use. This system is depended on 

Arduino micro pro for handling and showing output. OLED display is used for showing the voltage reading we measured. This OLED display is interfaced 

to controller using SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). By making use of Bluetooth, it is feasible to develop the glass which is wireless so that voltage or 

current which is measured will occur on OLED display. The model is assembled to fit effectively on the top of the ears of an individual and authorizes 

the individual to see the hardware simultaneously with the factors like voltage, current and resistor which have been measured.                     

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Arduino Pro Micro in this project is the brain for system which will control OLED display and Bluetooth HC05. And because of that, Arduino will require 

supply which is from LiPo battery. Next, based on the coding created, the Arduino has been programmed for receiving data at RX from BLE module. 

For this Project, the data receive is Voltage value from multimeter Bluetooth device. Next, Arduino will send the data to OLED display via SPI Bus in a 

way which users can easily read the data. Then, OLED will display the data which is Voltage value that also display at multimeter. 
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

The equipment and material used to develop the prototype of this project consists of Arduino Pro Micro, Bluetooth Module, Micro OLED, Mini USB 

Output Charger, LiPo Battery, Mini Slide Switch, Bluetooth Multimeter, Jumper Wire, Small Mirror, Safety Eyeglasses, and Small Fresnel Lens. 

A. Arduino Pro Micro 

To lighten the weight for this project, getting the smallest Arduino is needed. Therefore, the most suitable Arduino for this case is Arduino Pro Micro 

which weighs less than 2 grams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Arduino Pro Micro 

B. Bluetooth HC05 

For Arduino to receive Data from Bluetooth Multimeter, this project requires a Bluetooth module which can communicate with the Arduino. The version 

module that will be used is HC05 BLE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Bluetooth HC05 
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C. OLED Display 

OLED is the most suitable display tool for this project because of its small and light size. Besides that, Micro OLED offers high brightness which enables 

the image to reflect to user’s eye more clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. OLED Display 

D. LiPo Battery 

Because of its small and light characteristics, this battery is ideal for this Smart Glasses project that requires convenience for users to move freely. Besides 

that, users do not need to change the new battery because this battery is allowed to recharge it back. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Figure 5. LiPo Battery 

E. USB Charger 

This mini-USB charge will be used so that the battery of this project can be recharged unlike any other electronic device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. USB Charger 

F. Mini Switch 

This type of switch is required to make it easier for users to turn on and off for this project. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Mini Switch 
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G. Jumper Wire 

Jumper wire will be used in this project for making connection for each material  such as Arduino Pro Micro, Bluetooth Module, Micro OLED, Mini 

USB Output Charger, LiPo Battery and Mini Slide Switch. 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Jumper Wire 

The final design of the system will look like the following figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Final design of the system 

Based on Figure 9, it shows the inside of our system. The Smart Glasses are developed by using Arduino pro micro along with combination of optical 

system. Arduino pro micro in this system will control the OLED display and Bluetooth HC05. 

Next, Micro OLED will be used to display output data which has been set or programmed by Arduino. Bluetooth HC05 BLE Module was also to be used 

to enable connect between Arduino and multimeter via Bluetooth. 

Mirror is used to reflect the output display of Micro OLED. Besides that, lens will be used to enlarge the data display from the mirror. Furthermore, LiPo 

battery was also used in this project as rechargeable battery. 

How to use it? – Firstly, connect Bluetooth Multimeter to the device and after Bluetooth data is displayed on the OLED, it is then reflected over the mirror 

and will goes through the lens and users can see the picture in the little transparent glass. 
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III. FLOW CHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Flowchart of the proposed system 

IV. CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

A. Arduino pro micro and Bluetooth HC05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Connection between Arduino pro micro and Bluetooth HC05 

B. Connection between Battery, Arduino Pro Micro, OLED Display, HC05 
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Figure 12. All Connections 

C. Complete Circuit Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Complete Circuit Diagram 

 

V. CODING 

A. Coding Program of TX: 

 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

SoftwareSerial EEBlue(2, 3); // RX | TX 

#define ANALOG_IN_PIN A0 

// Floats for ADC voltage & Input voltage 

float adc_voltage = 0.0; 

float in_voltage = 0.0; 

// Floats for resistor values in divider (in ohms) 

float R1 = 30000.0; 

float R2 = 7500.0; 

// Float for Reference Voltage 

float ref_voltage = 5.0; 
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// Integer for ADC value 

int adc_value = 0; 

void setup() 

{ 

Serial.begin(9600); 

EEBlue.begin(9600);  //Default Baud for comm is 9600. if enable pin of HC05 is connected to 5v than baund rate is 38400 

Serial.println("The bluetooth gates are open.\n Connect to HC-05 from any other bluetooth device with 1234 as pairing key!."); 

} 

void loop() 

{ 

 adc_value = analogRead(ANALOG_IN_PIN); 

 adc_voltage  = (adc_value * ref_voltage) / 1024.0; 

 in_voltage = adc_voltage / (R2 / (R1 + R2)) ; 

 EEBlue.write(in_voltage); 

 Serial.print("in_voltage"); 

 Serial.println(in_voltage); 

//EEBlue.write("A"); 

delay(500); 

} 

B. Coding Program of RX: 

#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 

SoftwareSerial EEBlue(2, 3); // RX | TX 

#include <SPI.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include <Adafruit_GFX.h> 

#include <Adafruit_SSD1306.h> 

#define SCREEN_WIDTH 128 // OLED display width, in pixels 

#define SCREEN_HEIGHT 64 // OLED display height, in pixels 

#define OLED_RESET     4 // Reset pin # (or -1 if sharing Arduino reset pin) 

#define SCREEN_ADDRESS 0x3C ///< See datasheet for Address; 0x3D for 128x64, 0x3C for 128x32 

Adafruit_SSD1306 display(SCREEN_WIDTH, SCREEN_HEIGHT, &Wire, OLED_RESET); 

float a =0.00; 

void setup() 

{ 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  EEBlue.begin(9600);  //Default Baud for comm is 9600. if enable pin of HC05 is connected to 5v than baund rate is 38400 

  Serial.println("The bluetooth gates are open.\n Connect to HC-05 from any other bluetooth device with 1234 as pairing key!."); 

  if (!display.begin(SSD1306_SWITCHCAPVCC, SCREEN_ADDRESS)) 

  { 

    Serial.println(F("SSD1306 allocation failed")); 
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    for (;;); // Don't proceed, loop forever 

  } 

  display.clearDisplay();   

}  

void loop () 

{ 

  // Feed any data from bluetooth to Terminal. 

  if (EEBlue.available()) 

   { 

      a= EEBlue.read(); 

     Serial.println(a ); 

    } 

  display.setCursor(20, 10); //oled display 

  display.setTextSize(2); 

  display.setTextColor(WHITE); 

  display.println("Voltage:"); 

  display.setCursor(25, 40); //oled display 

  display.setTextSize(2); 

  display.setTextColor(WHITE); 

  display.print(a, 2); 

  display.println(" V"); 

  display.display(); 

  //delay(500); 

  display.clearDisplay(); 

  //display.display(); 

} 

VI. PROTOTYPE 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Prototype of Casing 

For the first test in this project, firstly enclosed made from cardboard was used. Then for the final version, it will be used in 3D printer by using SolidWorks 

software. It described as solid modelling Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) computer program that proceeds on 

Microsoft windows. It was published by Dassault System. Thus, it is high performance software that is suitable for this project. 
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VII. HARDWARE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Hardware model when not connected to Multimeter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Hardware model when connected to Multimeter. 

VIII. ADVANTAGES 

i. This system is lighter than traditional systems Easy-to-use multimeter.  

ii.  It improves the mobility of this system. You can move it easily from here and there.  

iii. This system is more convenient for observers. 

iv. As simple  and cheap as possible for suitable to every level of community to earn it. 

v. It is a user friendly which it can recharge back. 

vi. It is safe as the user will able to read or see the output display of multimeter in front their eyes while doing their hands work especially in area 

of high voltage which is a very  risky place. 

IX. APPLICATIONS 

i. College Labs: In industries there is lot of use of multimeter, so by using this system it provides mobility to workers and it is also time saving 

with more precision/accurate results. 

ii. Industries: It provides safe usability to the students and also faculties and it makes easier for them to take readings as compared to the 

convectional one. 
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X. CONCLUSION 

This project was developed to make devices that can display output digital in front of the user’s eyes. Several methods had been used in studying and 

earned a good idea from the others researcher that also making the Smart Glasses. Optical design and circuit design had been developing as the main 

body for this data glasses project. Reflection mirror and convex lens, which is the excellent method for the optical design had been made in use. Arduino 

Pro Micro was used as brain to control the circuit which is Bluetooth module HC05 and Micro OLED. Charger circuit and LiPo battery are included as 

source for the electronic circuit to make this project use as a long-lasting useful tool. Lastly, casing for this project is made by 3D printer. 
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